
 

 

 

 

 

The Music Education Policy Roundtable 2014 Federal Legislative “Ask”:  CHARTER SCHOOLS 
 

Overview: 
VI. CHARTER SCHOOLS, consistent with all public schools, should provide students with a comprehensive education, 

including access to sequential, standards-based music education. 

 Legislative Request:  The U.S. Department of Education should offer guidance language to those involved in the 

development and administration of public charter schools, recommending that curricular decisions be made 

with an eye toward providing all students with a comprehensive education, including music taught by certified 

educators. 

Key Points:  

 Charter students deserve a full and balanced educational experience that includes music—music advocates can help to 

ensure they receive it (others won’t take music education seriously if we don’t). 

 The U.S. Department of Education would be well within its jurisdictional rights to author non-binding guidance 

language to charters—doing so would go a long way toward promoting certified arts education. 

 Music education has a demonstrable positive impact on learning and the benefits go beyond school—advocates are 

working hard to share this message with all—these points could be articulated by a voice of authority at the federal 

level, and disseminated via the efforts of the music education community, at-large  

 Charters are a part of the American educational landscape now; they should be encouraged to incorporate all core 

academic subjects in a substantive way 

 

Background: 

Democrats and Republicans both are supporting charter schools, competitive granting competitions, and even, to some extent, 

vouchers.  The days of fighting against the very nature of charters are slowly receding, and what will be most important in this 

new environment of acceptance is what charter education will actually look like, moving forward.  To that end, music 

education advocates have begun seeding the ground for this conversation on a broader level.  Primarily via discussions with 

the U.S. Department of Education, the music community is regularly engaging pertinent staff about the need to better guide 

charter curriculum, to ensure the presence of certified music educators in charter classrooms and, in turn, to fulfill the promise 

of a full and balanced education for all students.  As such, The Roundtable has  taken on the difficult task of moving this 

dialogue even further, by requesting that Congress support a request to the Department for the development of guidance 

language (with the music community’s assistance) that would articulate the fundamental significance of this particular issue.  

While charters would, by no means, be bound by the recommendations of the Department, an additional authoritative voice 

added to this conversation would go a long way toward engaging these constituencies in this important dialogue.   

 

Don’t Forget the Roundtable Directive! 
 To ensure that Congress maintain the status of the arts as a CORE ACADEMIC SUBJECT in any reauthorization of the 

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). 
 Legislative Request:  In order to ensure that all students receive a comprehensive education including 

sequential, standards-based music education as part of the core curriculum, we ask that Congress maintain the 
status of the arts as a core academic subject in any reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act (ESEA). 

 

 


